
WEATHERFORECASTS
Ambitions of U. S. Meteorologists

May Be Attained.

With Aid of Balometer It is Poesible
to Measure Heat Change of the

Sun's Ray - Predictione
Far Ahead.

Washington.-It was Mark Twain
who complained that people kept talk-

lag and talking about the weather, but
nobody ever did anything about It.
This just reproach may be removed
as the result of some very important
discoveries that have been made by a
little group of American meterologists.
These scientists have been carefully
observing the sun for ten years, and
have come to the conclusion that our
weather is due to changes upon the
surface of the sun. They say that the
sun spots are responsible. When the
spots are many and large the weather
is apt to be cold. When they are small
and few the weather will probably be
warm. The inferences are questioned
by some other scientists, but their
chief scientific discovery, namely, that
the radiation of heat from the sun is
not eqnstant, is being generally 5c-

espted, and is considered of great
value to future observations.

The discovery that there was no
"solar constant." as it is called, name-
ly, that the amount of heat radiated
by the sun is not constant. but fluctu-
ates almost as much as the amount of
heat generated In a furnace, was due
to the Invention by Prof. 8. P. Langley
of the Smithsonlan Institution of a re-
markable instrument he called the bol-
ometer. This apparatus Is a thermom-
eter of suel surprising sensitiveness
that it will record a milllonth of a dc
gree of beat. Equipped with bolom-
eter, a special post of observation
was established near the summit of
Mount Whitney, in California. and an-
other in Algiers. The object of mak-
tng the observations from two widely

separated stations was to insure
against error due to local atmospheric
eanses. For ten years the bolometers
have been at work in California and At-
rlca, and the scientists believe that
the time has been long enough to jus-
tify them in making some important
generalisations concerning sun spots.

They have found, for Instance, that
son spots appear and disappear with
a certain regularity. Every eleven

POLICE SHOT BY DUELISTS
seemed to have plenty of ammunition,
however, for some sixty shots were
fired before the crowd which had gath-
ered was sueciently large to make
the fussillade effective.

It was then that the unlucky police-
men appeared, and they, misled by the
furious noise of the combat, thought
that the duellists were in earnest.
There followed a battle between duel-
lists and police. It was very brief,
the two young men soon clearing out
together, but five policemen mere left
stretched upon the sidewalk, and two
of them had to be taken to the hospi-
tal.

Removing Wrinkles Cost Money.
Milwaukee. Wis.-A judgment of

$77.25 was awarded Miss Agnes C.
Graves, local beauty "doctor," for serv-
ices in removing wrinkles from the
face of Mrs. Clarice Thomas, a Chris-
tian science "healer." Mrs. Thomas
had balked at the charge.

Blackbirds UShaved" a Dog.
Decoto, CaL-Arthur Whipple's

prize pup "Pete" is in a dog hospital
here wearing flannel suits to keep him
warm and as a matter of decency.
There is not a hair left on his body
and even his whiskers are gone.
Blackbirds picked him bare.

BIG SHARK FIGHTS FISHERMEN
NIps Man's Arm When Caught on

Line From Boat-Finally Caught
and Killed.

Lewes, Del.-The third time this
season that sharks had attacked small
fishing craft in the bay occurred, when
several men had an exciting fight
with a man eater.

The party were fishing for blackfish
In a boat owned by John L. Wright
when one of the men exclaimed that
he had an enormous fish on his line.
With the assistance of another man
the supposed fish was drawn toward
the surface of the water, when it was
discovered to be a shark measuring at
least five feet long.

The huge fish made a lunge at
Wright and bit through several thick-
aesses of his clothing, bruising the
flesh on his left arm. One of the occu-
pants of the boat dealt the shark a
hard' blow with a hammer. This stun-
ned it so badly that it was landed and
despatched.

SELLS HALF OF A RESIDENCE

St. Paul (Minn.) Woman, In Legal
Dispute, Lets Railroad Saw

House In Twain.

St. Paul, Minn.-A new method of
settling disputes as to the proper di-
vision of property has been discov-
ered by Mrs. Sylvan Nadeau of 8t
PauL One-half of a dwelling is
standing in the railroad district while
the other half has disappeared.

Unable to agree with other heirs,
Mrs. Nadeau sold her half of the
house to a railroad whose track passed
the structure.

The statue will be placed on the
burial lot in Ivy Hill pemetery where
Freas expects to be buried some day.
It will be erected by the side of a
tall grave stone inscribed with Press'
name, date of birth and war record
which he had erected on his own
grave three years ago.

The veteran hopes to have the
statue ready for unveiling next Mem-
orial day. Preas usually celebrates
the day by going to he cemtery and
to the spot wher, a gravestone mrks
whet wl be Mis l lt s•et ims

an
whether the winter would be a severe mi
or a mild one, whether the spring tel
would be late or early, whether the ink
summer would be wet or dry In oth- of
er words, it would be possible to know so
as much as the patent medicine alma- fol
nacs pretend to know. That this on
knowledge would mean the saving of an
many million dollars a year is plain ge
after a moment's thought. Farmers, ca
for instance, would know what sort of re
crop to sow in order to take advan- lo1
tage of the coming season. Manufac- on
turers would know what sort of cloth- Be
ing would be most seasonable, and all po
industries that are more or less de- tel
pendent upon the weather would be fat
able to calculate precisely for months -i
in advance. Some such stride in the ne
science of meteorology might be rea- wt
sonably expected. It is long overdue so

fa,
Wife Says Husband Won't Work. the

New York--Asserting that her has. pa
band prevents her from sleeping at In
night by reading in bed until daylight, cu
Mrs. John W. Hutchinson has asked Ti
the fusion speaker's burean to give ha
him a job as a speaker for the fusion ap
cause. She says he won't work, al- ar
though he is highly educated. wi

ste

CROWN PRINCE ON CARPET
thi

Frederick Wilhelm Has Two Hours' ca
Conference With August Father, so

the Emperor. pe
ou

Berlin.-Crown Prince Frederick ast
William had a two-hour interview ar
with the emperor as a result of the Nc
recent demonstrative announcement wa
of the crown prince's opposition to his tui
father's policy regarding the Bruns- wl
wick succession.

The crown prince, according to an ly
inspired statement before the inter- in
view, was prepared to deny responsi- gr
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Crown Prince of Germany.

bility for the publication of his letter
to the imperial chancellor, Dr. von
Behlman-Hollweg, and to disapprove
the use made of it. In this letter the
prince ha4 protested against permis-
sion being given to Prince Ernest Au-
gust of Cumberland, the husband of
the emperor's daughter, Princess Vie-
toria Luise, to occupy the throne of
the duchy of Brunawick without his
express renunciation of his preten-
sions to the throne of Hanover.

The length of interview, however,
gave rise to the belief that possibly
the crown prince's explanations were
not entirely satisfactory.

Death Beat Family Reunion.
Buffalo.-One the eve of reuniting

his family, from whom he had been c
separated for five years, Abraham nI
Becker, forty-six years old, tell under Ct
a wagon last night and was killed. dl
Two months ago Becker sent to his cl
wife in Russia the savings of years a
to bring her and their four children tl'
here. They are due next Monday. at

I Spends Year's Salary for Auto Trip.

Mendham, -. J.-Marshal John TI-
gar spent his year's salary, $25, to hb
take a prisoner to town in an auto-
mobile. William Kirk, the prisoner,Swas arrested for disturbing the peace. tr
SThe town allows Tigar no extra ex-

Spenses..

600 Policemen to Guard Printer. ol

New York.-A force of mounted p- o
licemen was called to protect William a
H. McGue, a printer, from six hundredSdisappointed men who answered a
I fake advertisement. McCue declared

it was the work of a practical Joker.

Sand firing a salute in memory of four
Scomrades who died in a Confederate o0

prison.

Disappears With Horse.
Hackensack, N. J.-A stranger at

the Hohokus race track who said
he admired a gray pacer owned by 8.

owner for permission to drive around
the track a few times. Permission
was granted and the stranger disap-
:mared throuh the nearest gate with_he valuabhl her,

DIVERSIRCATlON ON
SOUTHERN FARMS I

Cotton Belt to Raise Live Stock "

Must Have Pastures. a
cl

PASTURES FOR FARM ANIMALS 9
w

Very Few Farmers Have Compared of
Benefit to Be Derived From Acre la

of Cotton and Acre of Bermuda v
Grass, Lespedeza and Clover.

(By O. H. AIJORD.) w
If the cotton belt is to raise hogs, la

mules, horses, cattle, sheep and so on
successfully under present land and is
labor conditions, it must resort to w
pastures and cheap hays. If it is to tr
produce the necessary quantity and le
quality of all kinds of live stock it et
must devote more and better land to e(

pastures and meadows. m
Many formers in the south prizse

wheat, corn, oats, cotton, rice and f
cane as crops because their growth a
has become a habit. Very few farmers
have compared the profit derived from ea
an acre of cotton and an acre of Ber- w
muda gruss, lespedesa and some win- a(
ter clover. On many farms the grow- a.
ing of cotton represents a loss Instead in
of a profit. On many farms in the
south the growing of leguminous crops
for two or three years until the worn-
out cotton lands will grow good grass
and the soding of the land In Bermuda
grass grazing of pure bred hogs, sheep,
cattle and goats, horses and mules will
result in big profits instead of the
loss sustained by the growing of cotton
on the same land year after year.
Senator Ingalls said: "Next in im-
portance to the divine profusion of wa-
ter, light and air-those three physical
faets which render existence possible
-may be recorded the universal be-
neficence of grass." Ingalls told the
whole truth, but few farmers in the
south believe what he said. Not one
farmer in a thousand fully appreciates
the full value of a good, permanent
pasture. The most properous counties
in England owe their prosperous agri-
culture to the magnificent pastures.
The blue grass regions of Kentucky
has done much to cause our farmers to
appreciate grass to some extent. There fe
are sections of Tennessee and Virginia w
where the successful growing of fine (
stock has helped Kentucky to gain 9
friends for grass. o0

We firmly believe that we are telling 'r

the truth when we say that the male le
cause of the lack of prosperity on is
southern farms is the absence of good. w
permanent pastures. We have turned ni
out a worn, gullied cotton field, gi
stretched two or three barbed wires V
around it and called it our pasture. et
Not a farrow was turned, not a seed
was sown. No wonder that our pas- in
tures are often referred to a "a place w
where grass does not grow." to

A good pasture is made by thorough- al
ly preparing very fertile soil and seed- ni
ing it to the right kind of mixed E'
grasses, so that every square foot of it di
is well covered with nutritious grasses
Instead of bronmsedge briars and fr
weeds. The large majority of us have SE
never had a good, permanent pasture cE
and therefore base our conclusions on p1
the value of a permanent pasture on dl
our experience with a pasture where of
grass does not grow. We have never in
yet valued a thoroughly goor, perman- fs
ent pasture high enough. is

There are, of course, pastures with- n
out grass, such as pastures of cow tl
peas, soy beans, peanuts, velvet beans. st
oats, and so forth, but there are tem- ai
porary pastures and last for only a
short time. Of course, we must have ft
such temaporary pastures in order to 1
succeed in the live stock business, but i
the subject before us just at present is tl
a good, permanent pastare full of nu- g
tritions gruases *nd clover. We are a
talking about taking land and thor- al
oughly preparing it and fertllizing it b
with acid phosphate and planting It in U

TO GROW CHEAP BEEF.
A-Increase Yield of Pasture. b

1--Do Not Pasture Too Ciosely.
I -.Drill In Clover and Grassu

S-Manure Every Few Yearsr l

B-Make Use of Waste Feed. o

* -Save the Cornfodder. a
A-Silo.

2-Save the Straw. d

C-Grow Clover and Alfalfa. y
p

D-Provide Good Shelter.
E-Save the Manure. i

cow peas, soy beans, lespedeza, pea- t
nuta or some other good leguminous o
Scrop for one or two years and then sod- b
ding it in Bermuda grass, crimson V
clover, burr clover and white clover c
Sand lespedeza for pure bred hogs, cat- I
tie, horses, mules, sheep and other live r
stock to graze. t

Care of the Colt a
It frequently happens during the t

hottest weather of the summer thes a
colt's navel will become inflamed. II
Colts ranging from a few days to i
three or more months old are sus- a
eeptible to the trouble. A variety of c
things may be the cause. Cleanli- c
ness of the quarters, however, is one
of the best preventives. A mixture
of one ounce of sulphate of zinc and
a quart of water well mixed and suf- a
flclently applied to the affected partt
three times each day will usually

bring relief. i

Plant Beut Seed- E

r Vigorouas seed, with strong powers
of germination, will make a fair crop
even under adverse circumstances,
and with anything like a good season '

will make a great crop. Weak seed t
will not produce a good crop. no mat-
ter how favorable the season-theroe-
fore, plant the best only.

SKee~ing Sheep in Condition.
Doctoring sheep is expensive ands

often unatisfactory, unless the symp 4

toms of the diseasae are clearly undes II

The best pasture grass for the south
is Bermuda We are growing corn and
cotton on poor soil to feed a few scrub
stock to obtain the necessary cash to
pay the expenses. We are not able to I
say just what is the average cost of
production of an acre of corn or cot-
ton, but the cost of production of an
acre of Bermuda grass on fertile soil
is a fence and a gate to turn the stock
In. The stock will harvest the grass
and usually bring a large per cent. of
clear profit.

Bermuda grass is the great pasture
grass of the subtropical and warmer
temperate regions throughout the tl
world. It is widely distributed through p
out the cotton belt and holds the place n
in those states that Kentucky blue a
grass holds in the north. It is a warm G
weather grass. It will not grow in t
cold weather and usually winter kills el
when the temperature fall much be- a
low the zero point.

It is primarily a pasture grass and
is relished by all kinds of stock. It
will stand close grazing and much
tramping. It also makes hay of excel-
lent quality, but it will not grow tall et
enough to mow except on very fertile
soil. On fertile soil under favorable
conditions, it often furnishes two or
three cuttings, yielding in a season
from two to four tons of hay per ai
acre.

Since It furnishes no late fall or
early spring pasture, summer and w
winter clovers and vetches must be
added to the sod or other grasses, or p1
animal pasture crops must be grown, rE
in order to supply continuous grazing m

w

la

We Most Brew
ore BGrass II

WHY? It
To Maintain Farm Fertility.
To Cheapen Animal Production.

HOW?
Drain Wet Places.
Keep Weeds Out.
Sow Alsike in Low Places.
Reseed Thin Areas With

Clover.
Rotate if Possible.
Use the Manure Spreader.

for stock. We can mix lespedeza.,
white, crimson, burr clovers and the
vetches with Bermuda and they will
grow well together. We can also mix
orchard grass, tall oat grass and the
red top with Bermuda. But putting
lespedeza on the Bermuda sod to as-
ist in furnishing summer pasture and
winter clovers, or a vetch on it to fur-
nish some winter and early spring
grazing, we can supply continuous
grazing for our stock and at the same
enrich our land.

Sow lespedeza seed on Bermuda sod
in February or early March; sow the
winter clovers or vetch seed in Sep-
tember and October. When the seer
are sown on a heavy sod, it is usually
necessary to disk it in order to Insure ci
germination of the seed at an early c
date. th

Bermuda may be propogated both ri'
from seed and root cuttings. The p1
seed method is not recommended ex-
cept where it is very difficult to secure m
pieces of sod. Plow the land deep and In
disk and harrow until it is fine. Lay to
off rows about two feet apart and four Si
inches deep with shovel plows. Drop
small pieces of the sod every two feet
in the furrows and cover with a har- F
row. A drag or light roller will put
the finishing touches on the job. The H
sodding of the land may be done at
any time during the year.

When we have made our bill land
fertile by deep plowing, the addition
of commercial fertilizers and the grow-
Ing of leguminous crops, and have ti
thoroughly sodded them in Bermuda I

grass and summer and winter clovers, i
we can cut out some of our unprofit- a
able labors, substituting good hogs, r
brood mares, cattle and furnish the ti

the hands, labor-saving implements 4

and strong teams to till the more level e
asres on the farm. d

The pasture lands should not only l
be fertile, thoroughly prepared and d
preporly fertilized before sodding it in
grass, but the briars, brush and
weeds must be kept down and the t
grasses fertilized and cultivated every n
two or three years. Where lespedeza
or some winter clover, or both, grow
on Bermuda sod it will not be neces- a
sary to apply nitrogen except to the
poorer spots. d

It will usually pay to apply a light
dressing of phosphate once every two
year. where the soil responds to acid
phosphates. On some sandy soils it
will pay to apply potash every two
years. The use of a disk harrow on
the Bermuda sod every two years E
will cause it to take on naw life.

Let us urge the farmers of the cot-
ton belt, especially those to the east
of the boll weevil line, to put a large
per cent. of the cotton land in grass
We have a great variety of grasses to t'
choose from, such as Bermuda, blue c
grass, meadow foxtall, orchard grass, i
red top, meadow fesce, alsike clover, a
tall oat grass.

stood. If the sheep are not exposed
to bad weather in the late fall and
are given proper care and feed there
is not much show for disease, unless
brought in from other flocks. With
sheep an ounce of prevention is worth
considerably more than a pound of
cure.

Milk Cows on Pasture.
Feeding the milk cows on pasture

alone has more to do with the condi-
tlon of the cow afterwards than just
exactly at the time. Often It pays
in later months, sometimes in the
next lactation period, to feed well
even though the pasture looks good.e

SCow Essentials

Plenty of cold water, free access to
Ssalt at all times and protection from

I the flies are necessary for the cow. I

She cannot do without these and maka 1
a full fow of milk.

Save Best Ears.
See that the very best seed corn I

i: ears are saved, for next year's crop

depends upon your foresightedneasa
I Jst at this timr I

IN COLOR COMBINATION P

NEW MILLINERY HAS A CHARM
OF ITS OWN. I

pi
Small Hat Is Most in Favor-For ea

Trimmmgs, Feathers and Ribbon 01
Are Preferred - Illustration

Shows Popular Design. b.

There is much to be said in favor of pi
the new millinery, for. although many.
perhaps the majority of hats seelr al-
most ridiculous in their eccentricities.
as they are viewed from their pedes-
tals In the glass cases of the shops,
they are certainly picturesque and
conservative enough when properly
adjusted atop of the head.

The new hats show the interesting
color combinations so fashionable in
gowns. Many models have either the
crown and brim of different colors, not
to mention different fabrics also. or
else the crown and brim are one of
color with an under facing that is in
strong contrast.

Almost without exception the hats
are small, with close-fitting crown and
brims-if there are brims-that hug
the head. The trimmings are legion,
with feathers and ribbons in the lead.

Most of the dressy models are
planned to give extra height, and the
result is achieved through the trim-
mings, as in the hat here sketched
with its large mount of black plum-
age toward the rear. The hat itself
is one of the new "fan-tailed" shapes
with a close "cap" crown slightly
gathered, and a narrow poke brim that
increases in width at the back. where
It is turned abruptly up against the sh
crown, allowing a glimpse of the coif. a

On this particular instance it is de- qu
veloped in black and white. The wE
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crown and upper side of the brim are cal
covered with white beaver plush and cat
the under brim facing is of black car.
ried just over the upper edge in a cord
piping. 1

It is a model well adapted to the
many color schemes and one that can boi
be nicely made to match a street cos- the
tume.-Lillian Young in Washington ma
Star. tio

FOR THE AFTERNOON TEA
thi

Hostess Must Be Quick to Pick Up rn
Ideas Others May Be Able to CO

Give Her. of
-the

The clever hostess knows there is of
no surer way to keep abreast of the he
times in the matter of afternoon tea ou
accessories than to pay frequent vis tel
its to the big hotels and restaurants br
at the tea hour. Almost each hotel or
restaurant has its "speciaL" One es-
tablishment serves delicately crisped
squares of graham bread, sprinkled
ever so lightly with grated cheese and
dusted with just a bit of paprika. It
is the sort of toast to make one won-
der what is responsible for the subtle
flavor.

The home caterer need have no hesi-
tancy In trying to duplicate the dainty
nut wafers known at the fashionable
tea-drinking establishments as "hick-
oryesques" and "pecanesques." These
are easily made; rich little nut cakes.
with often a dash of sherry or a few
drops of brandy to accentuate the nut-
ty flavor. Either in the form of mac-
aroons or wafers they are sure to be
liked for the tea table.

USEFUL IN THE HOUSE WORK re

Extensive Pockets In Which Many us
Articles May Be Bestowed Are

Worth Consideration. la

FPor such occupations as housework a,
the older the garments worn the bet- of
ter. for the obvious reason that good ete
clothes would be quickly soiled, there- be
fore an old skirt that "doesn't matter" it,
should specially be set aside for the b
purpose. to

PRETTY THINGS EASY TO MAKE

Newest Lace Garters Not at All Hard rt
to Fashion by Many Clever a

Women.

It seems that the designers and al
manufacturers never tire of inventing
new and ravishing trifles for the fem-
Inine wardrobe. The woman of un- t
limited means halls them with delight. be
int the average woman of slender uJ

purse gazes wistfully away. and car- a
ries with her a haunted memory of
the unattainable-that is. the wb6Lnk-
an who has not cultivated clever
fingers.

Not so the woman whose eyes but
have to see to set her fingers a-twitch-
ing and a-fashioning. It is never too i
late to begin, and a pair of lace-frilled i
garters which graced an importer's
window a few days ago are easily cop-
led.

Get a strip of plain silk rubber in
pink or white, three-quarters of an it
Inch wide and long enough for two .c
garters. Cut the strip in half, but ,do, a

not sew up the garters as yet. Now S
take a piec of shadow lace insertion, I v

PINCUSHION IN HEART
Dainty Design That Calls ftm

Work to Make Attractive
Ornament.

Our sketch shows a decorative
pincushion which is very simple
easy to make It should be
out in quit,, a small size, and it -
tended for hanging from the poet
the looklng glass or a nail in the w
by the >si, of the glass.

In rmaking it. in the first place,
piece of cardboard is cut out la

shape of a heart, measuring three
a quarter inches by two sad
quarter inches. This cardboard "
well padded on both sides with cotte
wool. and then covered with scarl
velvet, the pieces of material being
neatly sewn together at the edges at
the seam afterwards being hidlM
with a fine silk cord of an old gall
color. Sewn in at the center at •a
top is a loop of narrow ribbon ti
color to match the cord, for hanging
up the cushion.

This cushion might, of course, he
carried out in other combinations I
rolor to please different tastes, sad I
is a specially suitable little article
prepare for sale in a bazaar, as very
little material is required in the fta
ing of it, and it should sell at a goal
profit. A number of these little cas.
ions, hung about here and there w•
form a decorative addition to a stab
and some of them might be embroik
ered with pretty floral designs or is.
gle initials.

Rings Tear Stockings.
Many women who wear silk staei

ings complain of small rips and brokes
stitches and imagine that the stock.
ing.J are faulty of make, but this is
not always the difficulty. The cmse
of the little break often comes from'
running one's hand within the stoeb
ings while rings are on the flngets
These rings and the stones In them
catch the tiny threads and break them
causing the damage.

Pretty Baby Cap.
I'se white lace all over, and

the fullness in at the back with >i'
bon run through a tiny hem. So
the bonnet with a lace ruffle, a
make long strings of fine lace ise
tion about three inches wide.

The simple suggestion illustrated tI
the accompanying sketch can be e
ried out in a few moments. It sr*
consists of making two roomy poIee"
of the nature shown in the frest of
the skirt. These pockets can be maId
of any strong material such as brews
holland. for instance, and may be et
out in one piece, sewn down the mae
ter and bound at the openings with
brald, or possibly. should we have a

remnant of material from which i
skirt was made. then that could
used.

In such work as nailing up pitl
laying carpets, hanging curtals,-
apron is very often much in the w
and an old skirt with roomy
of the nature described is almost a
easily slipped on as an apron aed w
be found a great improvement 536
it, and hammer, tacks, pins, etc.,
be placed in the pockets and be rV5
to hand whenever required.

scalloped or pointed on both edgl
about four times the length of is
rubber bought for the garters. Cut th
lace into four parts. Place two pls5
of lace together- one on top of
other-and run two rows of tite
about an inch from the top sad
inch apart, to form a casing threeg
which the elastic is to be run.
the elastic through and join the
ber and lace. After the lace I f5Supon the elastic, it cill be quite fi
Sand cause the scalloped edges to

fle. The longer ruffle falls ovr i
knee and the little ruffle at the il
.Ov.r the joining of the lace t a

tiny wre
a

th of pink rosebuds md _
chiffon.

The garters can, or course, be
in any color desired. Violet 0 I
a.nder garters arid forget-me-m5It
blue ones would be effectiva

Fancy Corks.
Corks mounted in silver arein many fashions. Some have

Schampagne bottles in silver plb

with glass cubes to look hl-
Some are surmounted with 5

Sver chanticlera,

Exchange Sixty Shots In Paris Street,
but Every Aim Is Wild-

Five Hurt.

Paris.-The ordinary Parisian duel
Is bloodless and harmless, but one
has recently occurred at Montmartre
which was neither. It ended in the
wounding of five- policemen, two of
them dangerously, though both of the
duellists escaped unharmed.

The affair began, as such affairs fre-
quently do, in one of the well known
dance halls of Montmartre to the
strains of the "Blue Danube" walts,
and a woman, beautiful, of course, was
the cause. Two of the young men at
the dance were violently in love with
this queen of beauty and she smiled
upon each with equal fervor and dis-
tributed her dances with true femi-
nine acumen until near the end of the
ball, when she inadvertently gave the
same waltz to each of the rivals.
There was at once a dispute and it
raged until the master of the floor be-
sought them to take their quarrel else-
where. The two men left the hall for
a neighboring street, where they be
gan to pump bullets at each other.
Their excitement and the wine they
had imbibed, to say nothing of the
uncertain light of earliest dawn, made
their aim somewhat erratc. They

DUCHESS AOSTA TO AFRICA

Famous Nurse of Morocco War to
Pass Five Months in the

Interior.

Naples.-The Duchess Elena of Aoe-
to has gone on her fourth Journey
across Central Africa. The trip will
take four or five months, during part
of which time the duchess will be in
the heart of darkest Africa.

As a nurse in Tripoli during the re
eant war, prominent also in relief

work tollowing the Messina earth-

Duchess Aesta.
quake, the duchess has long been re
garded as one of the daost remarkable
women in Italy.

Her various activities have been
carried on despite recurrent reports
that she was in IU health.

BUILDS HIS MONUMENT FIRST

,A Granite Statue Eleven Feet Tall
Erected by a "Buck Tall" Veteran

to Perpetuate Memory.

Plnadelphia.-Te perpetuate his
q after he Is dead Melville H.

a aeventy-three-yarold vete-
v at the itamoe "Back Tall" regi-

' s a I Civil war, sat In his old
.. n~sa4i s while a scalp-

. # we Mlu as a model
.r M ealiess te L an

years the sun spots reach a maximum
as regards number and area. Four
years later they have reached a min-
Imum, from which they gradually in-
crease for seven years. They have
also found that the sun spots have a
controlling effect upon the amount of
heat radiated from the sun. They act
as a sort of blanket, and less heat
comes from the portion of the sun un-
der the spots than from the other por-
tions. A difference of 25 per cent. was
recorded In the heat radiated from the
part of the sun covered by a spot and
the clear portion. This discovery.
taken with a careful examination of
meteorological data, such as tempera-
tures In the year when the sun spots
were most numerous, has prompted
the scientists to venture the opinion
that the presence of sun spots makes
for cold weather.

If their theory is right and the com-
ing and disappearing of sun spots can
be predicted years or months in ad-
vance. It follows that it should be pos-
sible to make weather forecasts six
months or so ahead of time. It would
not be possible to know, of course.
that it would rain on a given day in
the future, but It would be known

PANAMA POLICE THERE IN FORCE

Panama is quite proud of its native police force and sent a big detach-
ment to take part in the "doings" connected with the admission of water
into Culebra Cut. A part of that detachment is shown in this protograph.


